Financial Bid Opening Notice

Reference: RFP No. F.1 (R-136)/JMRC/DC/OD-02/2019-20/31 Dated 13.03.2020 for Licensing of exclusive rights for Outdoor Advertisement along the Jaipur Metro Rail Corridor (All pillars /portals along the viaduct beyond Vivek Vihar Metro Station to Mansarover End of Civil Lines Metro Station, excluding the pillars under the Vivek Vihar, Shyam Nagar & Ram Nagar Metro Stations) [Package: OD-02]

The Financial bid/BOQ of the technically responsive bidder shall be opened online as under:

Date & Time : 14.07.2020 (1500 Hrs)
Venue : 2nd Floor, Wing-A, Admin Building, Metro Depot, Bhrigu Path Mansarover, Jaipur- 302020.

The concerned bidder may attend the bid opening as above.

(Pradeep Sharma)
Joint General Manager (Revenue)

Copy to: 10521

The bidder, M/s NS Publicity India Pvt. Ltd., 7th Floor, Shakun Emporia, C-23 A, Ashoka Marg, C-Scheme, Jaipur. (Through e-proc)